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Assante Hydrostone lays 
its foundations for success
Nestled in the heart of one of Halifax’s historic districts, Assante Hydrostone stands like a beacon 
of continuity, consistency and calm—which is not a bad message for a financial services company 
to send in a part of the city that, a century ago, was flanked by cacophony, chaos and ruin. 

In fact, there was a steady calculation behind the relocation of the firm, established in the 
1990s, to the Hydrostone in 2010. After all, in the wake of the Halifax explosion in 1917 (the result 
of a collision between two ships carrying wartime munitions in the port’s harbour and which 
decimated much of city’s north end), this neighbourhood rose like a phoenix from the ashes. 
Indeed, the architects who rebuilt this urbanscape minimized future risks by using non-combus-
tible hydrostone, a concrete block finished with crushed granite.

Today, 100 years later, the district is not just surviving—it’s thriving as a European-style tableau 
replete with shops, restaurants and cafes. Here, a mood of solidity and security mix easily with a 
sense of renewal and buoyancy.

All of which resonates at Assante Hydrostone, which has seen its assets under administration 
for 5,000 Atlantic Canadian families double in less than 10 years. Or, as one of its Senior Finan-
cial Advisors, Darryl Smith, states, “This neighbourhood was built with equal measures of inno-
vation, determination and community. It not only has inspired our view of what it takes to plan 
successfully, it reflects our belief that managing the bigger picture for every client involves using 
their individual strengths and fully exploring every opportunity in order to move their complete 
wealth management plan forward on solid ground.”

That’s as good a mission statement as any for a firm that prides itself on the level of compre-
hensiveness, customization and care it provides business owners, professionals and their families 
—and it’s one that’s endorsed by Assante Hydrostone’s complete team of 62 advisors and staff 
with sub-branches in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. 

“We believe that 
managing the bigger 
picture for every client 
involves using their 
individual strengths 
and fully exploring 
every opportunity in 
order to move their 
complete wealth 
management plan 
forward on solid 
ground.”
Darryl Smith
Senior Financial Advisor
Assante Capital Management Ltd.
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Says Senior Financial Advisor (Assante Capital Management 
Ltd.) Mike Nicoletopoulos: “The first thing to understand is 
that we are independent of banks and other financial institu-
tions. So, that gives us the flexibility to provide a complete suite 
of services tailored to our clients. It’s also true that an Assante 
Hydrostone advisor is the type of wealth planning partner who 
will provide truly complete advice with the personal rewards 
this generates. But the secret—what really makes us different in 
the marketplace—is our own diversity.”

He elaborates: “We have people in the business who come 
from many backgrounds and educational experiences. That 
means we can, and do, provide separate areas of expertise to 
meet individual needs. What also makes us successful, I think, 
is the fact that we are willing to share ideas amongst ourselves. 
We are not working against each other. We allow the advisors to 
position themselves in the marketplace according to their own 
speciality—whether that’s tax planning or inheritance issues or 
business succession or overall wealth management. We don’t 
tell our advisors what their specialty is. We offer a significant 
number of resources to allow people to be the experts they need 
to be in their respective fields. This also translates up and down 
between the local and the national levels.”

In fact, Assante Hydrostone is a branch of a countrywide 
collective of independents operating under the umbrella of 
Assante Wealth Management, which distinguishes itself in 
the field this way: “Founded in 1995, (we are) one of Canada’s 
largest firms providing wealth management solutions. Our 830 
professional advisors, located in communities throughout the 
country, have approximately $44 billion of Canada’s family 
wealth under their care. We believe our clients are best served 
through a comprehensive, integrated and cooperative approach. 
Be well-advised is our promise to you.”

www.assantehydrostone.com

“We are independent of 
banks and other financial 
institutions. So, that gives us 
the flexibility to provide 
a complete suite of services 
tailored to our clients.”
Mike Nicoletopoulos
Senior Financial Advisor
Assante Capital Management Ltd.

“Whatever challenge we 
face, the chances are we have 
that level of beyond-the-box 
thinking right here. …A lot of 
places in our industry just don’t 
have that sort of resource.”
Chris Rafuse
Senior Financial Advisor
Assante Capital Management Ltd.

Naturally, that’s also Assante Hydrostone’s promise to 
Atlantic Canada. It vows to work with any or all of a client’s key 
advisors, including lawyers and accountants, to provide a full 
range of financial planning solutions—from complete plans to 
issues related to retirement, estates, business operations, taxa-
tion, pensions, insurance, and life changes. Of course, hurdling 
that high bar not only requires skill; it demands a fierce atten-
tion to innovation.

Explains Senior Financial Advisor Chris Rafuse (Assante 
Capital Management Ltd.): “If you have a situation with a client 
that is out of the ordinary, we have 22 people who will drop 
whatever they are doing to help you craft a solution for that 
client. Whether you walk down the hall, or go to the next desk, 
and say, ‘Hey have you ever seen this?’, someone will reply, 
‘Yes, I have’, or, ‘Wait a moment, we have someone here who 
has that specialty.’ Whatever challenge we face, the chances 
are we have that level of beyond-the-box thinking right here. 
We can go to that person and change the conversation for the 
client. A lot of places in our industry just don’t have that sort of 
resource. It just isn’t there.”

As to the reasons why the firm is so keenly committed to 
bold, fresh thinking, Chris is clear: “We are entrepreneurs 
here—just like our clients. That makes a massive difference. 
Unlike salaried employees at other companies, we face the same 
issues as our business-owner clients, and we understand it at a 
personal level. If you’ve never run a business or had to make 
payroll for people you really care about, you can’t truly under-
stand. We know what it’s like and that gives us an enormous leg 
up. It drives us to solve problems even as it keeps us grounded in 
the communities where our clients live and work.”

Indeed, public outreach is another block in Assante Hydros-
tone’s foundation. The recent Wind4All campaign, for example, 
raised a total of $16.85 million through Nova Scotia’s Commu-
nity Economic Development Investment Fund to develop a 
handful of wind turbines in communities across the province. 
At the financial helm of the project were Chris and Rob Taylor, 
Senior Financial Planners (Assante Capital Management Ltd.). 
“We were successful in helping the venture access markets for 
investment,” Chris says. “Over five years, we were able to raise 
money through our clients and from investors all over the prov-
ince for five wind farms. Investors received dividends and tax 
credits. And Nova Scotia received tremendously positive atten-
tion all over the world for its commitment to renewable energy. 
It was a very successful initiative for our clients, for the inves-
tors, for the facilities, themselves. It’s also helping cut carbon 
tax and, you know, help save the planet.”

That’s the way Assante Hydrostone rolls—with a full-
throated commitment to solidity and security as well as renewal 
and buoyancy. Then again, what else would you expect from a 
financial services company where the morning view from the 
front window is all about hope and possibility?
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